
Addition of Cyberlockers to the BRAM
Program and Revised Standards for
Cyberlocker Merchant Registration
Topic(s): E-Commerce, Fraud/Risk, Merchant, Rules/Standards, Security

May Apply To: Acquirers Processors

Summary: MasterCard requires compliance with its Standards that
prohibit the use of MasterCard® cards and systems for illegal
or brand-damaging activities and adherence to Standards that
support the Business Risk Assessment and Mitigation (BRAM)
compliance program.

In this article, MasterCard:

– Reminds acquirers of their obligations under the MasterCard
BRAM program in identifying certain products and services that
are illegal or brand-damaging;

– Adds high-risk cyberlockers to the BRAM program, effective
immediately;

– Announces revised Standards for the registration of high-risk
cyberlocker merchants, submerchants, and related entities
via the MasterCard Registration Program (MRP), effective 15
September 2015; and

– Clarifies the information requested by MasterCard for
each merchant, submerchant, or other entity required to be
registered through the MRP system, effective immediately.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

C Coding or development changes typically required

F Financial impact

R Customer must register to have access to product or
service

Effective Date: Immediately—High-risk cyberlockers are added to the BRAM
program.

15 September 2015—The registration requirements stated in
this article for high-risk cyberlocker merchants, submerchants,
and related entities become effective.

Immediately—The customer service website URL must be
provided for each merchant, submerchant, or other entity
required to be registered through the MRP system.
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Background
MasterCard implemented the MRP to help ensure that acquirers closely monitor,
on an ongoing basis, the performance of certain high-risk merchants, including
submerchants. To manage risk, MasterCard requires acquirers to register
high-risk merchants and submerchants using the MRP system as described in
section 9.1 of the Security Rules and Procedures manual.

MasterCard also requires customers to comply with all applicable laws and not
to engage in illegal behavior, or in behavior that would cause MasterCard
to violate any laws. MasterCard established the BRAM program to protect
MasterCard, its customers, merchants, and cardholders from activities that
may be illegal or could negatively impact the brands of all stakeholders in
the payments network.

In the article “New Additions and Updates for the Business Risk Assessment
and Mitigation Program” published in Global Security Bulletin No. 7, 15 July
2013, MasterCard noted that cyberlockers were among the merchant models to
watch as potentially posing a compliance risk. Although cyberlockers were not
added to the BRAM program in that article, MasterCard recommended that its
customers monitor this merchant model for compliance with any new laws,
regulations, or deceptive practices.

What is a Cyberlocker?

A cyberlocker is an Internet service specifically designed to host user files.
Cyberlockers allow users to upload files that then can be accessed remotely
from a computer, tablet, smart phone, or other network device. The content of
these files may be accessed by either the content provider or other users who
obtain some level of authentication (such as via a password). Related services
include content-displaying hosting services (such as video, image, software,
and audio/music), virtual storage, and remote backup. Many cyberlockers
charge both a service fee for hosting the user content on their networks, as
well as an additional fee for increased download speed.

MasterCard is aware that many cyberlockers are legitimate merchants that
comply with all applicable laws and regulations. These types of cyberlockers
provide legal cloud storage and file sharing services and are typically used
for purposes including, but not limited to, sharing photographic media with
family and friends, distributing business documents to employees, or backing
up a user’s hard drive.

However, MasterCard is also aware that not all cyberlockers are providing such
legitimate services. Certain cyberlocker services may be used as a means to
distribute or share files without the consent of the copyright owner. Commonly
shared items that may infringe on intellectual property rights when shared
without the consent of the copyright owner include music, movies, television
shows, software, and books. Cyberlockers may also serve as hosts for other
illegal or brand-damaging content such as images of rape/brutality, bestiality,
and child exploitation.
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Recent MasterCard Observations
Since the publication of Global Security Bulletin No. 7, 15 July 2013,
MasterCard has observed an increase in illegal activities that violate the BRAM
program among cyberlocker services, such as:

• The storage, sharing, and distribution of child exploitation videos or
images; and

• The storage, sharing, and downloading of music, movies, television shows,
and software without the consent of the copyright holder.

MasterCard also has discovered that cyberlocker users can pay for access to
illegal or brand-damaging content hosted on, or linked to, certain types of
cyberlockers through one-time purchases or subscription services. In addition,
MasterCard has found that a number of cyberlockers incentivize:

• Users to upload or link to illegal or brand-damaging content through
commission-based payment methods;

• Entities (such as resellers) to accept payments on behalf of the cyberlocker;
or

• Entities to drive users to the cyberlocker site through affiliate marketing
models.

Illegal/Brand-Damaging Cyberlocker Activities
As a result of the observations mentioned in this article, any cyberlocker
deemed by MasterCard as facilitating illegal or brand-damaging activity falls
within the purview of the MasterCard Rules 3.7 and 5.9.7 as they relate to the
BRAM program, effective immediately.

High-Risk Cyberlocker Merchant Criteria

To assist acquirers in distinguishing between low-risk cyberlockers and those
cyberlockers that may pose a high risk of facilitating illegal or brand-damaging
activity, MasterCard considers any cyberlocker that exhibits one or more of the
following characteristics as a high-risk cyberlocker merchant:

• The cyberlocker provides rewards, cash payments, or other incentives
to uploaders. Some incentives are based on the number of times that
the uploader’s files are downloaded or streamed by third parties. Some
rewards programs also pay a higher commission for the distribution of file
sizes consistent with long-form copyrighted content such as movies and
television shows.

• The cyberlocker provides uniform resource locator (URL) codes to
uploaders to facilitate sharing and the incorporation of such links on
third-party indexing or linking websites.

• Links to prohibited content on the cyberlocker are often found on
third-party indexing or linking sites, or by search engine queries.

• Files stored within the cyberlocker may be purged if they are not accessed
or unless the user purchases a premium membership.
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• Incentives for premium cyberlocker memberships are based on faster
download speed or removing ads, as opposed to storage space. Free access
to stored files may otherwise be discouraged by long wait times, bandwidth
throttling, download limits, online advertising, or other techniques. These
practices encourage the purchase of premium memberships.

• The cyberlocker provides a “link checker” that allows users to determine
whether a link has been removed, and if so, allows the user to promptly
re-upload that content.

• File owners are:

– Typically anonymous,

– Not required to provide any identifying information, and

– Not aware of the identity of those users who have access to or view
their files.

• File distribution and sharing are emphasized on the cyberlocker site.

• Storage or transfer of specific copyrighted file types such as movies, videos,
or music is promoted on the cyberlocker site.

• Without the purchase of a premium membership, video playback includes
frequent display advertisements.

High-Risk Cyberlocker Registration Requirements
Effective 15 September 2015, acquirers must register a cyberlocker merchant
or submerchant that exhibits one or more of the high-risk criteria stated in
this article. Any entity (such as a reseller, affiliate, payment facilitator, or
digital wallet operator) that provides access to, or accepts payments on behalf
of, such a cyberlocker will be also deemed by MasterCard as a high-risk
cyberlocker merchant.

During registration, the acquirer must provide each website URL from which
transactions may arise, whether the website is that of the cyberlocker merchant,
submerchant, or other entity.

Acquirers must register high-risk cyberlockers under card acceptor business
code (MCC) 4816 (Computer Network/Information Services) via the MRP
system. In addition, acquirers must identify such cyberlockers with MCC 4816
and transaction category code (TCC) T for transactions occurring on or after 15
September 2015.

General Registration Requirements—Clarification
Effective immediately, the acquirer must provide the customer service website
URL as part of the information requested by MasterCard for each merchant,
submerchant, or other entity required to be registered through the MRP system.
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Reminder of Noncompliance with MasterCard
Standards
Acquirers are reminded that under MasterCard Rule 5.9.7, “A Merchant must
not submit to its Acquirer, and a Customer must not submit to the Interchange
System, any Transaction that is illegal, or in the sole discretion of the
Corporation, may damage the goodwill of the Corporation or reflect negatively
on the Marks.”

Furthermore, under Rule 7.2 of the Security Rules and Procedures manual,
acquirers “must review and monitor the Merchant’s Web site(s) and business
activities to confirm and to reconfirm regularly that any activity related to or
using a Mark is conducted in a legal and ethical manner and in full compliance
with the Standards.”

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publications indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

15 September 2015 MasterCard Rules Chapter 7—Service
Providers

15 September 2015 Security Rules and Procedures Chapter 7—Merchant,
Submerchant, and ATM
Owner Screening and
Monitoring Standards

Chapter 9—MasterCard
Registration Program

15 September 2015 Quick Reference Booklet Chapter 3—Card Acceptor
Business Codes (MCCs)

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of
these manuals. The manuals are available on MasterCard Connect™ via the
Publications product.
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Revised Standards—MasterCard Rules
MasterCard will revise the MasterCard Rules to include these Standards.
Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.

Chapter 7—Service Providers

7.6 Acquiring Programs

7.6.6 High-Risk Payment Facilitators

A Payment Facilitator that proposes to sponsor as Submerchants one or
more entities conducting business that may be described under any one of
the following MCCs or any entity that, as a Merchant, was reported under
the Excessive Chargeback Program is deemed by the Corporation to be a
“High-Risk Payment Facilitator.”

• Non–face-to-face adult content and services mMerchants—MCCs 5967 and
7841

• Non–face-to-face gambling mMerchants—MCCs 7995, 7801, and 7802

• Non–face-to-face pharmaceutical mMerchants—MCC 5122 and MCC 5912

• Non–face-to-face tobacco product mMerchants—MCC 5993

• High-risk cyberlocker Merchants—MCC 4816

The Acquirer must register each such entity in the MasterCard Registration
Program (MRP) system via MasterCard Connect™ before accepting Transactions
arising from such entity, whether directly or through a Payment Facilitator, as
described in Chapter 9 of the Security Rules and Procedures manual.

The Corporation, in its sole discretion, may de-register a Payment Facilitator if
it or any of its Submerchants is identified as generating excessive chargebacks
or fraudulent activity or of violating any Standard or applicable law. The
Corporation reserves the right to de-register a Payment Facilitator or
Submerchant that in the opinion of the Corporation, participates in any activity
that may cause damage to the Corporation.

The Corporation reserves the right to require an Acquirer to provide a monthly
Processed Transaction Activity report that includes all of the information listed
in Rule 7.6.5.1, “Responsibility for Payment Facilitator and Submerchant
Activity,” part 5 for any Submerchant of a High-Risk Payment Facilitator.

The Merchant monitoring requirements set forth in Chapter 9 of the Security
Rules and Procedures manual apply to Submerchants of High-Risk Payment
Facilitators.

NOTE

Modifications to this Rule appear in the “United States Region” chapter.
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Revised Standards—Security Rules and Procedures
MasterCard will revise the Security Rules and Procedures to include these
Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated
with a strikethrough.

Chapter 7—Merchant, Submerchant, and ATM Owner
Screening and Monitoring Standards

7.4 Additional Requirements for Certain Merchant and
Submerchant Categories

An Acquirer of a non–face-to-face adult content and services Merchant
or Submerchant, non–face-to-face gambling Merchant or Submerchant,
non–face-to-face pharmaceutical and tobacco product Merchant or
Submerchant, state lottery Merchant or Submerchant (U.S. Region only), skill
games Merchant or Submerchant (U.S. Region only), high-risk cyberlocker
Merchant or Submerchant, and/or Merchant or Submerchant reported under
the Excessive Chargeback Program (ECP) must comply with the registration
and monitoring requirements of the MasterCard Registration Program (MRP) for
each such Merchant or Submerchant, as described in Chapter 9.

Chapter 9—MasterCard Registration Program

9.1 MasterCard Registration Program Overview

MasterCard requires Customers to register the following Merchant types,
including Submerchants, and other entities using the MasterCard Registration
Program (MRP) system, available via MasterCard Connect™:

• Non–face-to-face adult content and services Merchants—MCCs 5967 and
7841 (refer to section 9.4.1)

• Non–face-to-face gambling Merchants—MCCs 7995, 7801, and 7802 (refer
to section 9.4.2)

• Non–face-to-face pharmaceutical Merchants—MCC 5122 and MCC 5912
(refer to section 9.4.3)

• Non–face-to-face tobacco product Merchants—MCC 5993 (refer to section
9.4.3)

• State lottery Merchants (U.S. Region only)—MCC 7800 (refer to section
9.4.4)

• Skill games Merchants (U.S. Region only)—MCC 7994 (refer to section 9.4.5)

For a skill games Merchant, the Customer must submit the registration
request to MasterCard by sending an e-mail to mrp@mastercard.com.
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• High-risk cyberlocker Merchants—MCC 4816 (refer to section 9.4.6)

• Merchants reported under the Excessive Chargeback Program (refer to
section 8.3)

During registration, the Acquirer must provide each website URL from which
Transactions as described in this section may arise, whether the website is
that of a Merchant, a Payment Facilitator’s Submerchant, or other entity. With
respect to Transactions submitted by a Staged Digital Wallet Operator (DWO),
each individual website URL at which Transactions as described in this section
may be effected must be individually registered.

If a Customer acquires Transactions for any of the Merchant types listed herein
without first registering the Merchant or Submerchant in accordance with the
Standards described in this section, MasterCard may assess the Customer as set
forth in section 9.2.1 of this manual. In addition, the Acquirer must ensure that
the violation is corrected promptly.

Refer to the MasterCard Registration Program User Manual for directions for
completing registration tasks available in the MRP system.

9.2 General Registration Requirements

The Customer must provide all of the information requested for each Merchant,
Submerchant, or other entity required to be registered through the MRP system.
For each such entity, the requested information includes:

• The name, doing business as (DBA) name, and address

• The central access phone number, or customer service phone number,
website URL, or e-mail address

• The name(s), address(es), and tax identification number(s) (or other
relevant national identification number) of the principal owner(s)

• A detailed description of the service(s), product(s), or both that the entity
will offer to Cardholders

• A description of payment processing procedures, Cardholder disclosures,
and other practices including, but not limited to:

– Data solicited from the Cardholder

– Authorization process (including floor limits)

– Customer service return policies for card transactions

– Disclosure made by the Merchant before soliciting payment information
(including currency conversion at the Point of Interaction [POI])

– Data storage and security practices
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• The identity of any previous business relationship(s) involving the principal
owner(s) of the entity

• A certification, by the officer of the Customer with direct responsibility
to ensure compliance of the registered entity with the Standards, stating
that after conducting a diligent and good faith investigation, the Customer
believes that the information contained in the registration request is true
and accurate

Only MasterCard can modify or delete information about a registered entity.
Customers must submit any modification(s) about a registered entity in writing
to MasterCard, with an explanation for the request. MasterCard reserves the
right to deny a modification request.

Customers should send any additional requested information and modification
requests to the vice president of Merchant Fraud Control at the address
provided in Appendix C.

For requirements specific to Merchants that are required to implement the
MasterCard SDP Program, refer to section 10.3 of this manual.

9.3 General Monitoring Requirements

The monitoring requirements described in this section apply to Customers
that acquire non–face-to-face adult content and services Transactions,
non–face-to-face gambling Transactions, non–face-to-face pharmaceutical and
tobacco product Transactions, state lottery Transactions (U.S. Region only),
skill games Transactions (U.S. Region only), high-risk cyberlocker Transactions,
or Transactions from Merchants reported under the Excessive Chargeback
Program:

• The Acquirer must ensure that each such Merchant implements real-time
and batch procedures to monitor continually all of the following:

– Simultaneous multiple Transactions using the same Account number

– Consecutive or excessive attempts using the same Account number

When attempted fraud is evident, a Merchant should implement
temporary bank identification number (BIN) blocking as a fraud
deterrent.

• The Acquirer must ensure that each such Merchant complies with the
fraud control Standards in Chapter 6 of this manual and maintains a
total chargeback-to-interchange sales volume ratio below the Excessive
Chargeback Program thresholds. For information about the Excessive
Chargeback Program, refer to section 8.3 of this manual.
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9.4 Additional Requirements for Specific Merchant Categories

9.4.6 High-Risk Cyberlocker Merchants

A non–face-to-face high-risk cyberlocker Transaction occurs in a
Card-not-present environment when a consumer uses an Account to purchase
access directly from a Merchant or Submerchant, or indirectly from an operator
or entity that can provide access, to remote digital file storage and sharing
services.

Before an Acquirer may process non–face-to-face high-risk cyberlocker
Transactions from a Merchant or Submerchant, it must register the Merchant or
Submerchant, as well as any entities that can provide access to such Merchant’s
or Submerchant’s contents and services, with MasterCard as described in
section 9.2 of this manual.

In addition, before an Acquirer may process non–face-to-face high-risk
cyberlocker Transactions from an entity that can provide access to or accept
payments on behalf of a cyberlocker Merchant’s or Submerchant’s contents
and services, it must register the entity, as well as any cyberlocker Merchants
for which it provides access, with MasterCard as described in section 9.2 of
this manual.

Any cyberlocker Merchant, Submerchant, or entity that provides access to or
accepts payments on behalf of such Merchant’s or Submerchant’s contents and
services that meets one or more of the following criteria must be registered
by the Acquirer as a high-risk cyberlocker Merchant, and MasterCard will
determine, in its sole discretion, if the Merchant, Submerchant, or entity is a
high-risk cyberlocker Merchant:

• The cyberlocker Merchant provides rewards, cash payments, or other
incentives to uploaders. Some incentives are based on the number of
times that the uploader’s files are downloaded or streamed by third parties.
The Merchant’s rewards programs also pay a higher commission for the
distribution of file sizes consistent with long-form copyrighted content
such as movies and television shows.

• The cyberlocker Merchant provides uniform resource locator (URL) codes
to uploaders to facilitate sharing and the incorporation of such links on
third-party indexing or linking websites.

• Links to prohibited content stored in the cyberlocker are often found on
third-party indexing or linking sites, or by search engine queries.

• Files stored within the cyberlocker Merchant may be purged if they are not
accessed or unless the user purchases a premium membership.

• Incentives for premium cyberlocker memberships are based on faster
download speed or removing ads, as opposed to storage space. Free access
to stored files may otherwise be discouraged by long wait times, bandwidth
throttling, download limits, online advertising, or other techniques.

• The cyberlocker Merchant provides a “link checker” that allows users to
determine whether a link has been removed, and if so, allows the user
to promptly re-upload that content.
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• File owners are:

– Typically anonymous,

– Not required to provide any identifying information, and

– Not aware of the identity of those users who have access to or view
their files.

• File distribution and sharing are emphasized on the cyberlocker site.

• Storage or transfer of specific copyrighted file types such as movies, videos,
or music is promoted on the cyberlocker site.

• Without the purchase of a premium membership, video playback includes
frequent display advertisements.

An Acquirer must identify all non–face-to-face high-risk cyberlocker
Transactions using MCC 4816 (Computer Network/Information Services) and
TCC T.

At the time of registration of a Merchant, Submerchant, or entity in accordance
with this section, the Acquirer of such Merchant, Submerchant, or entity must
have verified that the Merchant’s, Submerchant’s, or entity’s activity complies
fully with all laws applicable to MasterCard, the Merchant, Submerchant,
entity, the Issuer, the Acquirer, and any prospective customer of the Merchant,
Submerchant, or entity. Such verification may include, but is not limited to, a
written opinion from independent, reputable, and qualified legal counsel or
accreditation by a recognized third party.

By registering a Merchant, Submerchant, or entity as required by this section,
the Acquirer represents and warrants that the Acquirer has verified compliance
with applicable law as described above. The Acquirer must maintain such
verification for so long as it acquires Transactions from the Merchant,
Submerchant, or entity that is subject to the aforedescribed registration
requirement and must, no less frequently than every 12 months, confirm
continued compliance with applicable law concerning the business of the
registered Merchant, Submerchant, or entity. The Acquirer must furnish
MasterCard with a copy of such documentation promptly upon request.
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Revised Standards—Quick Reference Booklet
MasterCard will revise the Quick Reference Booklet to include these Standards.
Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.

Chapter 3—Card Acceptor Business Codes (MCCs)

Card Acceptor Business Codes (MCCs)—Extended

MCC 4816—Computer Network/Information Services

The description of each MCC includes the TCC(s) that are valid for that MCC.
Only a valid combination of MCC and TCC may be used in a transaction.

TCC R for face-to-face transactions.

T for non–face-to-face transactions.

MCC Description Providers of computer network, information services, and
other online services such as cyberlocker, electronic bulletin
board, e-mail, Web site hosting services, or Internet access.

For merchants that offer products or services via the Internet,
use the MCC that best describes the product or service being
offered.

For merchants that provide audiotext (for example, psychic
hotlines) or videotext (for example, adult chat Internet sites)
services, use MCC 5967.

For providers of computer programming and data processing
services, use MCC 7372.

MCC Category Utilities

Global: CCR1, CR02, OTH1, OTH2, OTH3,
OTH4, OTH5, OTH6, OT11, OT12,
OT13, OT14, OT15, OT16, OT21, OT22,
OT25, OT32

CAB Programs

Country-specific: AUS1, BR01, CAN3, CHLG, HK02, JA02,
JPN9, NZG1, NZU1, OTH7, OT34, OT35,
OT36, OT39, OT40, OT41, PR04, UR10
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Questions?
Customers with questions about the BRAM program should contact:

Jeffrey D. De Petro

Business Leader, Franchise Development

Phone: 1-914-249-2907

Fax: 1-914-249-4257

Email: jeffrey_depetro@mastercard.com

Customers with questions about the MRP should contact:

Email: mrp@mastercard.com
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